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Leader positions filled
by SHEREEN BEHZADI
In the past month there have
been changes in leadership of two
of the largest committees on cam-
pus: Student Activities Board and
Student Government Association.
The resignations of S.AJ3.'s Spe-
cial Events Chairperson, Colleen
Banks, and S.G.A.V Vice-Preside- nt
of Academic Affairs,
Cornell Carter have caused these
committees to find new chairs.
After approximately one month's
time, new people have been as-
signed to these positions. The
Special Events Committee is be-
ing co-chair- ed by Victoria Kim-brou- gh
and Al Dainton. The new
Vice-Preside- nt of Academic Affairs
is Hashim GillanL
Colleen Banks was chairperson
of the S.A.B. committee from last
February until Homecoming of
this year. She was in charge of
organizing such events as last
year's "I.S. Therefore I Am Cele-
brating" carnival and this year's
Homecoming. When asked why
she decided to resign. Banks said
that it became a matter of priori-
ties. This semester I was teach-
ing at the College's nursery
school, captain of the soccer
team, and doing S.AU. all at the
same time. It was a matter of giv-
ing one of these things up or fail-
ing out of school. I decided to
give something up."
She said that it was a hard deci-
sion to make but when it came
right down to it, the decision was
really already made for her.
Teaching is going to be her career
so she knew that she could not
give that up and she has been on
the soccer team for three years
now. S.A.B. has only been, a part
of her life for about a year, so she
decided that S.AJ3. would have to
be the activity that would be for-
feited.
Approximately two weeks be-
fore Homecoming. Banks told
Jayne Culp, Coordinator of Stu-
dent Activities and Director of
Lowry Center, that she would be
resigning from her position in
S.A.B. Culp and Banks went to
the members of the committee and
asked for volunteers. Banks had
suggested to Culp that this posi-
tion should not be run by only
." -
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JLisa Walsh
(From upper left, clockwise) HASHIM GILLANI, new SGA
Vice President of Academic Affairs; CORNELL CARTER,
previous VP of Academic Affairs; VICTORIA KIM-BROUG- H,
one of the two new co-chairpers-ons of SAB's
Special Events, and COLLEEN BANKS, previous chairper-
son of Special Events. .
one person because there is just
too much work that needs to be
done. She stated that "it is defi-
nitely a job meant for at least two
people."
When Kimbrough and Dainton
stepped forward they went through
an interview with Jayne Culp; "Bill
Sudduth. Lowry Center intern; and
the Presidents of SJB Kae Zul-lag- er
and LeAnne Zirnmermann.
Banks believes that Kimbrough
and Dainton are well programmed
for the end of this semester. One
of the suggestions that Banks of-
fered in order to help make S.A.B.
committees more successful is that
S.G.A. should have an S.A.B.
committee organized so that they
(S.A.B. and S.G.A.) would really
know what the students need.
Kimbrough and Dainton said
that they hd separately asked to
be chairs of this committee, but
that they had both requested that
the committee be run by two peo-
ple instead of only one. When
they found out that they each
wanted to be chair, they decided to
do it together. Kimbrough has
been involved in S.A.B. for
about two and a half years and
Dainton has been involved for
about one and a half years.
They said that they have a lot
of activities planned for the cam-
pus after Thanksgiving break.
Some of the holiday events that
are going to be coming up include
Christmas caroling, moonlight
Sledding, a gift bazaar,- - candy-gra- m
sales, pictures with Santa,
fireside stories in a residence hall
(date not yet decided with pro-Continu- ed
to page 8
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Damon9s "Clean Water"
shows at Frick
by SHELLEY PEARS ALL
Moab, Utah. It is dry, red land
where the temperature often soars
above one hundred degrees. The
sky is a cloudless blue, and it is
not unusual to have entire weeks
without rain. Through the ragged
cliffs, the Colorado River and
smaller streams wind like ribbons,
keeping the animals and plants
along their banks alive, and serv--'
ing as constant reminders of the
necessity of water.
"You cannot separate your
backyard from your neighbor's
backyard," artist Betsy Damon
said in a lecture at Wooster earlier
this month. In "A Memory of
Clean Water," her exhibition in
the College's Frick Art Museum,
she brings the "neighbor's back-
yard" --Moab. Utah- - o the
gallery. "A Memory of Clean Wa-
ter" is a two hundred foot casting
of an actual riverbed in Moab.
The river meanders across the
floor and circles the walls of the
gallery "wrapping people up in
the experience of clean water."
Damon has placed flat stones in
the middle of the riverbed for the
viewer to step on, and the hol
lowed rocks have pools of water
which catch shadows and reflec-
tions as people move past them.
In many ways, the piece is similar
to a performance piece since view-
ers are encouraged to participate --
- to stand on the stones and be-
come part of the riv-
erbed. Damon's pieces often have
multiple layers. They are perfor-
mances, social commentaries and
works of art. She "doesn't Just
make art about art." She "gets
the information out there to see
it, feel it, and start to take ac-
tion." As a sculpture of hand-
made pulp paper, the riverbed is a
"work of art" with beautiful natu-
ral colors and textures. Yet. it is
also a re-creati- on of an environ-
ment- In the riverbed, it is possi-
ble to find bits of animal bones --
jaws and vertebrae trapped in the
sandy-colore- d sediment like fos-
sils. There are also strands of
hair, bits of foam, straw, string
and twigs "washed" down by the
river. Damon's use of the
sparkles in the blue and white col-
ored pulp make it seem as if thin
Continued to pace 3
Member of Congress Tom Sawyer
speaks to student leaders
by KIM DOUGLASS
On Friday evening. November
11. Ohio Congress member Tom
Sawyer spoke to a group of some
25 Wooster student leaders and
group representatives at a semi-form- al
gathering in the Alumni
Room of the Wooster Inn.
Sawyer, who is chair and the
only Ohio member of the House
education committee, came to
speak on the subject of education
in America at the request of senior
Cornell Carter. Sawyer discussed
. the progression of the American
education system. "150 years
ago. there "were fewer than 200
colleges in the United States. Op--,,
portuniry for all was not real; it-wa- s
a myth.? Sawyer went on to
talk about how, through such
things as the Moral Acts, which
Congress used to create land grant
colleges, the population prepared
itself to enter the productive
world. ".. "We now have the finest
system of higher education in the
world."
Sawyer stressed, however, the
significance of a liberal arts edu-
cation. . "A liberal arts education
has declined in importance in
light of the professionalism of
the '80's. But skills and 12 years
Continued to pate 2
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Letters
V.C.'s editorial:
Lent responds
Dear Editor,
In your editorial of November
11. you complimented the College
Republicans for being open mind-
ed and well organized, and at the
same time stressed that as a cam-
pus community we must also be
"open minded" and intelligent in
the presentation of opposing
views.
I find this plea for rationality
offensive. If individuals acted
"childish" and with a "serious lack
of intelligence" when confronted
by the Republican agenda, it may
be that they acted understandably
or even necessarily out of frustra-
tion, hopelessness, compassion
and even anger. These are valid
emotions and are not inferior to
rationality. It is a travesty to act
on rational thought and not feel-
ings in a world where twenty mil-
lion people die of hunger every
year and three out of every four of
those deaths are child fatalities I
and the leading cause of child fa-
talities in this country is poverty.
The United States ranks first in
the world in military spending,
military technology, total global
military bases and naval fleets,
and seventh in spending for pub-
lic education per student, eighth
in life expectancy, eighteenth in
infant mortality, twentieth in
school age population per teacher. !
and twenty-secon-d in population
Sawyer
Coa tinned from page 1
of education are not enough to get
the best jobs anymore. Liberal
arts schools like Wooster repre-
sent credentials for preparation for
leadership."
Sawyer also spoke about the im- -
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per physician. Although these
facts establish a rational argument
in themselves why a person might
not have wanted to support
George Bush, it is the resulting
emotions attached to lhe'ealiza-tio- n
of the pain and suffering
American policy has produced that
gives power to these facts.
If our education serves simply
to remove us from the pains of
the world to the point where we
can sit back and discuss them ra-
tionally and without emotion,
then we have lost much of what it
is to be human.
Respectfully.
Paul D. Lent
Foreign students:
Clareson responds
Dear Editor
For some thirty years, from Cal-
ifornia to Britain, I have told a
variety of persons that among the
chief factors which attract and
keep faculty members at Wooster
are the I.S. program, the leave
program (incomparable anywhere),
and, in general, the high quality
of its students.
In reflecting on the diversity of
Wooster undergraduates. I believe
that, during the 1980s especially,
because of their numbers and thus
their increased visibility, interna-
tional students have given the
College an intellectual and social'
portance of attending graduate
school. In response to a ques-
tion, posed by a student, which
related to the problem of high
costs of graduate schools Sawyer
said "Bet on the value of educa-
tion, and multiply your potential
to repay.
dimension that it did not have
when I first joined its community.
Their contributions cannot be
easily measured.
I have never been a member of
the Financial Advisory Commit-
tee, nor do I now possess all of
.
the exact data which members of
the Administration have at this
- moment. Like most members of
the faculty, however. I am aware
of the basic financial problem fac-
ing the College in this area. It is
a difficulty which cannot go on
indefinitely.
I am also aware of Wooster's
"commitment to diversity."
I remain uncertain mat the pro-
posed solution as reported in the
November 1 1 edition of the Voice
- seemingly obvious and simple --
is the best solution if it in any
way may reduce the interplay of
"perspectives people, cultures,
and ideas" which have become in-
creasingly a distinguishing trade-
mark of the campus during the
past decade.
Hopefully, the Administration,
the faculty, and the student body
will work together in the near fu-
ture to come up with a plan which
does not threaten the existence of
the "little microcosm at Wooster
of what's going on in the world"
to which the very presence of the
international students makes an
invaluable contribution.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. Clareson
Sawyer concluded his talk with a
word about educational opportuni-
ties in America. "Every kid with
the ability to do college level
work should be able to do college
level work without regard to the
ability to pay."
'
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Editorial
Thank god all that political bull is out of the way so the world (and this cam-po- t)
may now concentrate on more important affairs, coca as the upcoming
Thanksgiving break.
Now I know why they call it Thanksgiving break: so we can all give thank i
for having a break. I'm so tick of this place right now that the old Hygcia
core-packa- ge of Tylenol, gargling salt, and throat lozenges won't even begin
to heal my illness. And I'm fare most of you are pretty disease-ridde- n, too.
The lovely, Polynesian rain-fore- st weather, the endless work load, the living
gruel at Lowry. and the same people day after day after day sure don't have the
entertaining effect which they had in September.
I m can't wait until Tuesday (I know, IH probably be the only person in all
of my classes- - for those of you who leave carry, have fun and don't ask for my
class notes jerks) when I get home, sit down at the dinner table, and feast on
the real food. Who cares about the eight novels I haven't read this semester,
the four papers I haven't turned in. and the thousands of friends who I haven't
written back since my first year. I'm just going to sit on my duff for the entire
break, watch all the stupid soaps I haven't seen since fall break, and neglect to
think about all you saps who are way behind on your IS (I probably shouldn't
say that; kH be me about three months from now).
I think 111 pull a Rip Van Winkle and catch op on the sleep I've missed the
last few weeks due to a lot of work, a lot of screwing around, and a lot of beer.
My mom will probably be pissed at me beacuse I won't stay awake long enough
to say "Hi" and "Thank yon" for eating all her food. but. hey. what do you ex-
pect from a typical irresponsible American college student. All I want to do
during Thanksgiving is watch sub-pa- r football, eat my body weight, and fondly
think of how to spend my Christmas break.
I hope all of you endangered Wooster students have a good break, too. Go
home, you overworked, underpaid, degenerated unfortunates, and follow the suc-
culent, juicy trail of homemade mashed potatoes and stuffing. Suck face with
the turkey, sleep deeper than any man (or woman) has slept before, and just re-
lax. Heaven knows we all need the break.
'
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Jessie Campbefl
Betsy Damon's "A Memory of Clean Water," shown at
Frick ..Art Museum through December 11.
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trickles of water still remain in.
the riverbed.
In "A Memory of Clean Water."
art and nature do overlap. The'
riverbed in nature is often someth-
ing that is passed by, overlooked,
and yet. she shows the intricacy
which is a part of it. By putting
part of the riverbed on a gallery
wall, she encourages people to
notice the river - - to step up.
close to nature, as people would
step up close to a painting or
sculpture, and study it
In her video which accompanies
the exhibit, Damon says that the
water flowing near the riverbed
she used for the piece was un-drinka- ble
due to mining and agri-
culture. Her artwork, then, is a re-
minder that nature is not a limit-
less resource. It is not something
which we can afford to lose.
Damon's exhibit runs through
December 11 in the College of
Wooster art museum.
Lindberg conducts. Sasaki guest solos
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra, under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, will present its first
subscription concert of the season
this Monday, November 21, at
8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Trumpet virtuoso Ray Sasaki will
be the featured soloist, performing
Johann Hummel's Trumpet in E
Major. Mr. Sasaki is professor of
Trumpet at the University of Illi-
nois and is a member of the Illi-
nois Brass Quintet and S inform a
da Camera. A very active soloist
and chamber music artist, he has
toured with the St. Louis Brass
Quintet and has been a featured
concerto soloist throughout Korea
and Japan. His performances dur-
ing a recent tour of California
1
t
RAY SASAKI
were sponsored by the Japanese
American Citizens League. Mr.
Sasaki has commissioned new
works for trumpet for the Cleve-
land Chamber Orchestra and the
International Trumpet Guild. His
performances may be found on
Deutsche Grammophon, Crystal,
CR.L, and Ubres record labels.
Other works presented at the
concert will include Verdi's
"Overture to La Forza del Desti-no,- "
Mendelssohn's "Sinfonia
No.7 in D minor for string -or-chestra,
" and music from Berli-
oz's The Damnation of Faust."
Tickets are four dollars for the
general public. College of
Wooster students, faculty and staff
are admitted free of charge.
News briefs.. .news briefs. ..news briefs
by YALMAN ONARAN
.
P.L.O declares establish-
ment of a Palestinian
State, recognizing Israel's
existence: Yasir Arafat, the
chair of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, announced the for-
mation of an independent Palestin-
ian state in a speech to the Pales-
tine National Council. The proc-
lamation called for areas on the
West Bank, the Gaza Strip and the
Arab sector of Jerusalem. The Is-
raeli government has remained si-
lent to the declaration. Most of
the Arab countries and the Islamic
countries have recognized the new
state. The U.S. government has
said, that the declaration, which
they consider a one-side- d solution
to the existing problem, is
against the principles of the
American foreign policy which
has. aimed at a solution that would
satisfy both Palestinians and
Jews.
Reagan asks Cabinet to re-
sign, to give Bosh flexi-
bility In choice: President
Reagan has asked the present Cab-
inet members to resign to give
the President-elec- t Bush flexibili-
ty. Bush has already picked out
some of his top aides. James A.
Baker has been named the Secre-
tary of State by Bush, and Nicho--
.
las Brady will remain as Secretary
of the Treasury.
The worst locust plague in
30 years devouring Africa's
farmland: Central Africa has
been affected by millions of lo-
custs destroying crops over a wide
range from Atlantic Ocean to the
Red Sea. The locusts are expected
to move through Saudi Arabia.
Iraq and Iran to Pakistan and In-
dia.
The Soviet man rights
defender visits U.S.; Gor-
bachev Is expected to visit
Bash Reagan: Andrei Sak-haro- v.
the most famous of all
communist human rights activists,
came to the U.S. to meet many
scientists and officials. He met
with Reagan last week, exchang-
ing concerns over the political
prisoners in the Soviet Union.
Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet
leader, will visit the U.S. next
month. Gorbachev said that he
plans to informally meet with
Bush and Reagan, and he does not
anticipate his meeting becoming a
summit-typ- e affair.
Texas awarded giant U.S.
project on smashing atom:
Texas state was awarded the pro-
ject to build a 4.4 billion dollar
atom smasher by the Department
of Energy. The announcement,
two days after the election.
prompted immediate charges that
the selection was motivated by
politics. Texas is the homestate
of the President-elec- t George
Bush.
Compiled from the New York
Times.
Dream Column: Construction work
by THE MEMBERS OF DREAM HOUSE
This article is die first of a series written by the men of Dream
House. The men of Dream House feel that this is a constructive way
to inform the campus on who and what we are. These articles will be
written every otherweek and are meant to cover our thoughts,
concerns and actions dealing with the cultural diversity on the
campus and the outside world. If there are any questions or concerns
please feel free to call us at ex. 2733.
What follows is a direct excerpt from a journal:
Thoughts of a construction worker;
Atlanta, Georgia-2- 9 June. 1988
It's that time again- - Time to write.
It seems it's always the times when I'm either
sick of people or upset about something in
my life.
That's where it starts- - at work- - ...
Today made me feel it more than
anytime.
I'm white, "educated," and God knows why
else but, I get to be in charge-Supposed- ly
telling other men. all older,
what to do. I'm working for the summer--
they, working for their lives.
I guess the main trouble I have is the
color difference. It struck me today
that a lot of those men are
aged and black- - there are no
aged white men out there who aren't
either foremen or higher up.
The Real World- - f-- --k that.
I like my sheltered Wooster life-r- m
not ready to get out in this world
and stand up for what I believe in.
Can I get that straight- - what-- 1
believe in-- Geez o' petes- - I don't know
what I'm thinking sometimes or what to think
Strength- - I need to have it and hold it.
Will- - Goes along with strength.
Courage-Guts-- it all needs to be built up- -
This journal entry shows the confusions of a person weighing
his moral values. He is caught up in a society which supports a
system with which he does not agree. The turmoil he is going
through is evident and yet he does not know how to deal with it. Our
house is a support for people in this type of situation. Please
contact the men of Dream House if you have any comments. Peace.
Choose Your Direction
Kent State University
Graduate School of Management
presents ...
Graduate Programs Day
December 3, 1988 9:30 a.m.
Learn more about .....
M.B.A.
New one year program for business majors.
Ph.D.
M.A. in Economics
M.S. in Accounting
For registration information-ca- U (216) 672-22- 82
Kant Stat. Unireity Support Equal Opportunity in education and EmptoynMnt
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Leonardo DdVinci .- -'
It troubled me greatly, to see
that one of America's great minds-Be- n
Franklin-ha- d, among others,,
tried to start an all-weat- her televi-
sion station in the desert. I grew
increasingly worried about what
fate would befall the next member
of this experiment. However, as
Parker Palmer remarked, if you
can't get out of it, get into it.
So, I journeyed to the college to
meet with one of the great Renais-
sance figures. '
Along the way, I reasoned that
perhaps things would work out
better. After all, what harm could
an artist do, especially one fa-
mous for painting Biblical scenes
like The Last Supper? I soon
found out many problems could
arise as I turned the corner of
Kauke with Mr. Da Vinci, only to
see a bearded figure on the side of
McGaw Chapel.
"Holy Moses," I shouted.
"No, he's the one with the com-
mandments," I was reminded.
That's Noah."
"I can see that, but what is he
doing on our chapel!"
"Well you see. the ark wouldn't
look right without him on it."
"What in tarnation is Noah's
Ark doing on McGaw Chapel!" I
screamed for everyone in the
county to hear.
"I agree, it may not be the pret-
tiest sight in this blazing sun-
shine, but wait until it rains.
Then it will look beautiful." he
tried to assure me.'
"Listen, Leo, I want to know
why you painted this on our chap-
el."
"Well, it's all quite simple. I
knew many of the alumni com-
plained about the fact it was all
white and everything, and how it
lacked the beauty of your old
church. I figured I should spruce
it up a bit. I received my idea in
one of the heavy rains we often
get-wh-y not put the ark up there.
"It was wonderful from another
viewpoint as well," he continued
as I surveyed this conglomeration
of nature. One side contained all
birds, one side all mammals
(there's more than most people
think), one side all insects, and
the other the remainder of the ani-
mal kingdom. I was tempted to
ask how he found out about kan-
garoos, because Australia hadn't
been discovered in his time, but
something else he said dumb-
founded me.
"McGaw was supposed to be ten
feet lower-the- y just couldn't dig
any further. This obstructs the
view of Kauke 's tower. So, I fig-
ured that if you couldn't see a tow-
er, at least you could see someth-
ing." Just at that moment I gaw-
ked at two giraffes' heads, tower-
ing high above the rooftops of
any buildings tiny Wooster may
have. Elephants' trunks squirted
water from tiny fountains installed
inside.
"Exactly what did you do before
this, well, this adventure?"
"Oh, I did a little of everything.
Only problem was. everything I
tried to do had been patented."
"What about the painting-ho- w
about the Mona Lisa?"
"Oh, her. She and I broke up
about a year ago; I trashed the
painting business until I found my
true love. Then this idea came."
I sent him away, and stood pon-
dering the immense size of the
floating zoo that had been cap-
tured on this most unusual canvas.
Something was wrong, alas, with
artistry as well. Thank heavens I
didn't bring Beethoven here --can
you imagine the Fifth Symphony
in rock and roll form? How about
a Brahms lullaby with the electric
guitar?
.
JB TYPEWRITER SERVICE A SALES
2522 CLEVELAND RD.
345-74- 05
TYPEWRITERS & WORD PROCESSING
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COMPUTERS
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM to 5:30PM
SATURDAY 9AM to NOON
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Committees continue judicial change process
by AMY DANA
and HASHJM GILLANI
S.G.A. Advocacy Committee
The Student Government Asso-
ciation committee for Student Ad-
vocacy and the Coalition for Judi-
ciary Revision have met to colla-
borate on student concerns and
ideas for discussion in creating a
-- proposal to Campus Council deal-
ing with the judicial process in
sexual assault. The convergence
of ideas from all sources, includ
Wisniewski provides update on J-Boa- rd's progress
by SOPHIE WISNIEWSKI.
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Several weeks ago issues con-
cerning sexual assault and the
College Judicial System were dis-
cussed during an all campus forum.
A number of questions were raised
at that time, and for those who
have not been integrally involved
in the continuing review of these
questions it may seem that these
items have fallen by the wayside.
However, both of these issues are
being studied by various groups.
The following is designed to up-
date the campus community on
some of the strategies being con-
sidered.
The College Judicial Board has
taken a very active role in review-
ing the judicial process by form-
ing a Commission of Inquiry (see
Scot's Key p. 60. section C.l,f).
Seven students, one faculty mem-
ber and one staff member, all of
whom are regular members of the
Board, are serving on the commis-
sion. The group is chaired by
Lester Burke, a senior - and two-ye- ar
member of the Board.
The Commission is reviewing
the judicial processes at several
institutions similar to Wooster
and is meeting with members of a
variety of groups including I.S.A.,
B.S.A, W.R.C. and S.G.A to gain
a broader perspective . on student
views of the judicial system. The
commission will share its find-
ings with the total board which
Hong Kong
opportunity
Dr. Charles Hayford, a graduate
from Harvard and a former Obcrlin
professor, will present an infor-
mative talk on the GLCA Chinese
Studies Program in Hong Kong on
Thursday, December 1. at 7:30
p.m. in Lowry Center Room 118.
Dr. Hayford, a recent resident di-
rector of the program, will discuss
opportunities to spend one's jun-
ior year studying Chinese lan
ing committees, students, and fa-
culty, have brought about many
general reformatory proposals.
The proposal to Campus Coun-
cil will address key issues, such
as the definition of rape and relat-
ed sexual crimes, the immediate
availability of an explicit written
list of options for the victim, the
elimination of a Deans Hearing,
and the abolition of the Presi-
dent's carte blanche in "revising"
an appeal. It has been suggested
will then forward specific recom-
mendations to Campus Council.
In addition to the above, mem--.
bers of the Dean of Student's staff.
Deb Hilty and Tammy Beckett
have been reviewing a document
entitled "Guidelines for Respond-
ing to the Survivor of a Sexual
Assault." This document describes
for Deans, Security, Hygeia staff.
College physicians, and Residence
Hall staff the procedures to be fol-
lowed when they come into con-
tact with a survivor. The docu-
ment addresses a number of areas
including feelings of the survivor
and bow to provide support; emer-
gency procedures; information on
the process for pressing charges
through the College or Civil sys-
tem; counseling options available
in the College and local communi-
ty; and procedures for reporting
an assault.
Two other documents which are
in draft form are "Pressing Charg-
es: The Options" and "Pressing
Charges: The Options for Survi-
vors of an Assault." These docu-
ments refer to the judicial process
as outlined in The Scot's Key, and
elaborate on the rights and re-
sponsibilities of accusers. Each
document also addresses the right
of accusers to utilize the civil sys-
tem and describes how to file a re-
port. Similar documents will be
written to address the rights of the
accused. These documents will be
made available to the total com-
munity once they are completed.
guage and culture at Chinese Uni-
versity of Hong Kong in the New
Territories. All are encouraged to
come and learn about an overseas
program in one of the most excit-
ing and cosmopolitan places in
the world.
Toga party
at Ichabod's
Wagner Programming Board and
SAB are jointly presenting a
TOGA NTTE at Ichabod's on Fri-
day, November 18, from 10 pjn.
by the committee that there be an
Appeals Board consisting of the
President, two faculty members,
and two students.
The committees are by no
means complete in their quest for
a perfect solution to the judicial
dilemma. Attempts to improve
this system will prove futile un-
less these committees' have the
support of me campus community.
Campus Council will provide open
forums for individual input.
and a copy will be given to any-
one who expresses a desire to
press charges against a student at
the time a complaint is registered.
In an effort to directly assist
survivors of an assualt, the Dean
of Student's Office has contracted
with Every Women's House to
provide a support group for wom-
en students who have experienced
an abusive relationship. The
group is facilitated by Tammy
.
Beckett and membership is confi-
dential; no names or other infor-
mation about group members is
shared with the Deans. The group
meets on Tuesdays from 11 a.m.
to 12:30 pjn. in the Andrews Hall
.Club Room, and women may. still.,
join the group if they wish. Q?nmr-tac- t
Tammy Beckett at 263-602- 1
or come to Andrews on Tuesday.
These are just a few of the ef-
forts being undertaken by two-group- s.
Other areas which will be
explored include program efforts
such as speakers, publications
and articles which would be put
into place to better inform the
campus community about the issue
of sexual assault and the availabil-
ity and use of the campus judicial
system.
There are several other organiza-
tions reviewing these items and
Campus Council will review all
proposals. Open hearings will be
held by Council to provide an op-
portunity for community members
to have input in the process.
to 2 a.m. People are invited to
dress in "togas" made of bed-shee- ts,
tapastries. or whatever
else. However, it is not absolutely
necessary to be dressed in togas.
The evening shall include dance
sequences such as the "Toga
Twist." the "Toga Travolta." and
the "Toga Waltz," in addition to
great regular music. Prizes will be
awarded for the best dancers in
these categories.
The cover charge is 25 cents
and a COW IJX is necessary for
entrance. Guests who have signed
up on the Ichabod's guest sheet at
Lowry Front Desk may also at-
tend. Contact Ranjit Roy or Clar.-enc-e
Williams at extension 2680..
November- - 18, 1988
Author Smith speaks on
by KIM DOUGLASS
On November 10. creative writer
and novelist Lee Smith concluded
me Fall Forum series with a talk --
given on the subject of "Women
in Appalachia." Smith is an as--
'r. -- .
Mj
sistant professor, at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel HilL
She grew up in rural Virginia and
has, over the years, researched and
written about the lives of these
women.
Smith chose to describe the .
Lee Smith gave readings from two of her books to
a crowd In McGaw on November 10.
DanStefaniuk
fifth, ninth and fourteenth amend-
ments, is protected in Roe vs.
Wade. The only role of the State
is to provide for the safety of
medical procedures. Thus a wom-
an's body is her own and cannot
be subjected to the decisions of
others, safety issue excluded.
Since its legalization, abortion
has become a moral and a politi-
cal issue, with right-win-g organi-
zations such as The National
Right-To-Li- fe Committee, the
Catholic Chruch. and many funda-
mentalist Christian groups rally-
ing to overturn the Supreme
Court's decision and. once again,
outlaw abortion in America. Ar-
guments against the right to an
abortion include: that the right to
privacy as defined by the Supreme
Court in Roe vs. Wade is not sup-
ported explicitly in the Constitu-
tion: that a fetus is viable much
earlier than the third trimester be-
cause of technological advances;
and that the fundamental issue is
not one of safety or privacy, but
of defining the moment of essen-
tial humanity.
Since abortion was legalized,
feminists, politicians, and women
and men everywhere have unified
in the fight to maintain this
right. Groups such as die Repro-
ductive Rights National Network,
the Abortion Rights Mobiliza-
tion, and The American Civil Lib-
erties Union have taken a firm
stance in support of a woman's
right to safe and legal abortion.
Moral arguments aside, it is im-
portant to realize that abortion is
a fact. Whether or not abortion is
legal, women, will terminate preg
THE5 WOOSTER VOICEs
Appalachia
Ms. Conceptions: . Abortion
by A WOMEN'S ISSUES BLOCK
Tt mav he that this article is late
in comfiftr? By The time it is pub
lished, the presidential election
will be over and we will know
who to call "Mr. President" for
the next four years. Thus the
Women's Issues Block is not en
dorsing a particular candidate in
this article. There is. however.
one issue in the 1988 campaign
which is of great concern to us:
the CONSTITUTIONALLY PRO
TECTED RIGHT TO A SAFE AND
LEGAL ABORTION for any woman
who chooses to terminate her
pregnancy within die first two tri
mesters' for any reason.
In 1973. the Supreme Court
handed down a decision in the
well-know- n Roe vs. Wade case.
In essence this decision staled
that die 14th Amendment guaran-
tees of personal liberty extend to
every woman's right to terminate
her pregnancy as long as it nei
ther endangered her life, nor took
the life of a "viable fetus" (one
which could survive outside the
womb). Thus abortion within the
first two trimesters of pregnancy
was legalized. The critical issue
decided in Roe vs. Wade was the
extent of the regulating role of
the State in the abortion issue.
According to the decision in Roe
vs. Wade, a fetus is not a protect-
ed class of individual, a citizen.
and so is not entitled to rights un-
til such time as it can exist out-
side of its human incubator. On
the other hand., women are citi-
zens and so their right to privacy,
as an extension of the fourth.
very distinctive characteristics of
women in Appalachia by reading a
number of excerpts from her vari-
ous novels. In a distinctive
southern drawL Smith read de-
tailed, ficticious accounts of wom-
en whom she has created from
those described to her by her fam-
ily as well as other residents of
Appalachia. Issues such as wom-
en in poverty are brought forth in
many of her stories. Smith read,
from her book Oral History . of a
woman caught in such strife. Read
Smith. Tve got no money to buy
my kids shoes to wear to school,
so I ain't got a penny to pay that
fine so if you want to keep me in
jail. fine. I need a good long
rest. But if you can find me a job
that'll give my kids clothes, I'd be
much obliged."
Another characteristic stressed
by Smith was the women's lack of
mobility. "It is astonishing the
number of women who never leave
the county they're bom in." Smith
went on to read of a woman in her
novel who was comfortable with
Continued to page 8
nancies. They will terminate
them for many reasons: because
they cannot afford the expense of
having children; because they did
not have access to birth control;
because they want to do other
things; because, for whatever rea-
son, they do not want to have a
child. In die years before legal-
ized abortion, approximately "one
million illegal abortions were per-
formed in the ILS., and over a
thousand women died each year as
a result." ( The New Our Bodies,
Ourselves . The Boston Women's
Heath Collective P: 30). And
.
since legalization, "45 percent of
women who had legal abortions
would have tried to get them even
if they had been illegal." (The
New Our Bodies, Ourselves . P--
309).
The point of this article can be
summed up by Janet Jackson,
strangely enough. The point of
this article is control. In the
present system, the government
does not have direct control over
the decision a woman reaches
when faced with a choice, for
whatever reasons, about her preg-
nancy. In the old system, the one
many would like to return to.
there was only one legal choice.
In the old system, the government
controlled the outcome of a wom-
an's decision. In the old system,
it was illegal for a woman to
make this critical choice about her
future. But women made the same
choices, legal or not: the old
system did not work, because the
government tried to make a choice
which was not its decision to
m Jts outcome to control.
Random
Thoughts
SUSAN M. GALE
Oxfam
"For the price of two nuclear at-
tack carriers, we could eliminate
hunger in America. The world pro-
duces enough food to provide eve-
ry man, woman, and child with
3,000 calories per day; yet 25
people die per minute as a result
of hunger and hunger-relate- d caus-
es."
These statements appear in a pa-
per about world hunger written by
the campus organization "Students
Against Hunger." As unbelievable
as the above statements may
seem, they are true. And these
are just a few of the things I
learned by participating in the
group's recent Oxfam America
fast.
The fast was designed to earn
money for Oxfam America, a
group which helps to fight the
problem of hunger in the world.
Students fasted for 24 or 48 hours
and were sponsored by others for
an amount per hour or just a sin-
gle amount. The money raised was
delivered to Oxfam through the
campus organization.
The fast was an interesting ex-
perience. Never before have I been
more involved physically and
mentally in a human cause. Stu-
dents , participating in the fast
were able to directly experience
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some of die feelings and thoughts
that cove with hunger. Fasting
provided a way to relate one's own
life to the lives of the faceless
poverty-stricke- n people all over
the world and to try to stand ia
their shoes for awhile.
Granted, in the 24 or 48 hours
fasten could never truly know
what the hungry people must feeL
It is impossible to intellectually
understand the terrible fact of star-
vation, but this fast is a begin-
ning, a way to start to relate our
privileged lives with those not
as lucky as we are.
The fast ended at 10 psn. on
November 10 in McGaw Chapel,
where many of the fasten joined
together in remembering the
starving people of die world. On
the stage was laid breads, fruit,
crackers, etc. around which the
group of about 50 people sat. The
fasten joined together in sharing
loaves of tatad which symbolized
all humans' dependence upon on
another in the world.
I am reminded of the words of
Elisabeth Dreyfuss. a member of
the Board of Direcson of die Unit-
ed States chapter of Amnesty In-
ternational, who spoke at the Col-C- on
tlaued to past S
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Sports
Wooster's women's swim team is in a strong position to start the season. The wom-
en's team is likely to stay in the top ten while the men's team "continues to edge its
way into the national limelight."
by SCOTT McLEAN
Coining off another impressive
year, Wooster swimming is in a
familiar position. The women's
team is strongly contending to
stay in the top ten while the
men's team continues to edge its
way into the national limelight.
Last year the women ended up
ninth in the country, only six
points out of seventh place. Nine
members of their team returned
from the meet as All-America- ns
with twelve new school records. .
The men sent three representatives ;
to the national meet and returned
with four school records.
Leading the way for the Scots in
88-8- 9 are seniors Brook Hender-
son, Kathy Gray. Lori Hayes, Jer-
ry Hammaker and Tim McDcrmoO,
Henderson, who is also a co-capt- ain
of the team, is a serious
threat for two national titles this
year in the SO and 100-yar- d frees-tyle- s.
Gray and Hayes are return-
ing All-America- ns in 200 freestyle-
-relay and 1 --meter diving re-
spectively. Also returning from
the national ranks are Kathy Beh-ring- er
(So), school record holder
in the 100 and 200-ya- rd butterfly.
Holly Smith (So), 100-ya- rd breas-trok- e.
and Shellie Green (So). 200
yard freestyle relay. Andrea Go-
mez (Jr). co-capta- in, will be lead-
ing the distance crew while dou- - I
women's swim
for strong season
bling her duty with butterfly. For
the men, Greg Bailey (So) and Jeff
Burt (Jr) are the returning national
qualifiers in the 100-yar- d breas-trok- e
and the 100-yar- d backstroke
respectively. Ben Tederstrom (Jr)
will be returning after narrowly
missing the national standard in
the 200-yar- d butterfly last' year
and will be joined by fello-fly- er
and co-capta- in Jim Bonbright (Jr).
The sprinting squad will be led
by co-capta- in Dan Vanderlende
(Jr) and Derek Argust.
The Aquascots' year is not with-oug- h
major challenges, however.
Competing in the premiere swim-
ming conference in the nation,
the North Athletic Conference, the
Scots will see some impressive
teams. On the women's side,
three teams are currently in the
top five in the nation while a
fourth is in the top fifteen. For
the men, two teams are in the top
three in the nation and three oth-
ers are in the top twenty
One main reason tor the posi-
tive outlook on the upcoming sea-
son is the talented incoming class
of swimming fish. Breastroke
seems to be the winner for added
depth this year as three outstand-
ing women will be joining the
team: Sara Shumar, Wendy Free-bu- rn
and Lauren Yont. Freestyle
is close behind as Jenni Balbo
and Katie Erdman will strengthen
.
Michael Pepper
the middle distance contingency
while Laura Miller and Freeburn
will round the already outstanding
splinting core for the women.
Shumar will also add critical
points in the individual medley
events.
For the men freestyle is the
clear winner. Brian Vereb and
Paul Gunning will team up for a
powerful punch in the 200 and
500 yard freestyles while Gunning
will compete in the 100-yar- d free
and Vereb in the 1650-yar- d free.
Keith Steigbigel will round out
the first-ye- ar freestylers as a
promising sprinter who will also
take on a role in butterfly as well.
But backstroke is running a close
second to free as Josh Farthing
will be a member of the thrilling
threesome in the 100-yar- d back-
stroke along with Hammaker and
Burt. Farthing will also take on a
role as one of the team's top
IM'ers. Jim Palmer will spring
into action on the 1 and 3-me- ter
boards as he replaces last year's
national qualifier. Todd Stansbery.
The meets will be tough this
year including the toughest con-
ference meet in NCAC history. .
However, the Aquascots have not
succumbed to these challenges be-
fore and with the influx of this
years first-ye- ar class, they will
continue their winning tradition.
Men's C.C. finishes last meet
by SHADE WHITES EL
Spirits reached an all-ti- me low
as the Men's Cross Country team
finished their last meet of the sea-
son this past Saturday, November
12. at Earlham College in Indiana.
Scott Michalek. expected by
coaches and teammates to qualify
for Nationals, ran a disappointing
29th place with a time of 26:59.
Coach Rice commented, "Scott ran
at a high level through the entire
year. He was physically sick with
a cold and affected mentally by all
the academic pressure that had
been building up through the sea-
son. Everyone has a bad day; it
Women's C.C.
by SHADE WHITES EL
' Karen Aeberli finished the sea-
son on a high note as she again
ran first for the Women's Cross
Country team at the Regional
meet last Saturday, November 12,
at Earlham college. Karen ran
20:30 to finish in 34th place.
Kristy Bender also improved and
finished in 20:47 to place 39th.
Battling the cold weather and
strong wind. Sue Louis ran 20:53
to place 4 1st. Netty Link fol-
lowed close behind in 20:58 to
finish 44th. Beth Blakemore
Confused fan ponders post-season- al
pigskin propaganda
by NAT ELLIOT
It's late autumn, almost winter.
Thanksgiving and changing
leaves and all that stuff. Sports
fans are thinking football and a
little basketball and a little hock-
ey, but mostly football. NFL
football? Yes. but there are still
something like five or so games
left. More important now is
NCAA footbalL
The end of the college football
is marked by bowl games and the
subsequent confusion that always
accompanies them. Sure, bowl
games are chocked full of tradition
and parades and tons of bucks for
the networks, but aren't they just
a tiny bit silly? This sports fan
considers himself considerably
knowledgable about who's good
and who's bad. but does anyone
know what these, bowl games
really mean? (If you do . don't
write in - it's nothing to be proud
of.)
I know that if West Virginia
beats Syracuse this Saturday they
are likely to play Notre Dame in
the Fiesta BowL I can hear all the
was just the wrong weekend to
have a bad race. In my mind,
there's no doubt he would have
qualified and done quite well at the
national meet."
Rob Noble finished 77th with a
time of 28:11 and Aaron Davies
ran 28:29 to place 87th. On a
positive note, Dave Toy complet-
ed his great year with a jump to
fourth position on the team with
his time of 28:57 and place of
100th. Brent Bunell completed
the top five of the Wooster Scots
with his place of 106th in 29:11.
Scott Erholm and Brad Longbrake
ran 30:09 and 30:32,
fares well
overcame her nervous stomach to
place 56th in 21:48. Shade
Whitesel and Beth Toole finished
in 22:30 and 23:36. respectively.
"We knew going in, it was go-
ing to be tough," commented
Coach Penney. "We had to over-
come our youth and inexperience.
Only one senior made?iijJ1metbp
seven runners in the regional
meet. For the most part, we had
good success with young individu-
als who were overachievers. They
just need to dedicate themselves to
working harder in the off season."
loyal Mountaineer fans now:
"Well golly Paw, I reckon we're a
goin' to the Fiester Bowl.-Ye- e
haw." Ma better look up the reci-
pe for chimichangas. So it's the
Fighting Irish and the Mountain-
eers in the Fiesta bowl. How suit-
ing. There are more examples, but
you get the picture.
The worst part of these post
season goings-o- n is a little more
serious. No one knows who's
number one. Sure, there are rank-
ings, but who wants SL UPI. AP
ecal. telling us who's better than
whom? I think the decision
should be made on the field, like
in hoops (except it's a court
there).
There is no definitive National
Championship. There may be a
certain bowl with the number one
and two teams, but that's not the
point. . There are still half a dozen
teams at the end of the season
holding their index fingers in the
air. Maybe all the teams who win
a neat bowl game with a half-dece- nt
parade should collectively
be number one. It sure would be
less confusing.
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So the
way I
see it:
CJ. MITCHELL
Being a black in a national
sport spotlight can be a difficult
experience. An athlete that is in
the national eye all the time has
pressure on him or her to succeed
and to satis fly those that are fol-
lowing their every move.
Blacks have not been in sports
for very long. Jackie Robinson
broke into an all-whi- te baseball
league and busted the floodgates
in 1947. So how are blacks ex-
pected to know how to handle the
pressure of a predominantly white
sports world with only 40 years
of experience?
Blacks are just learning to deal
with a predominantly white world.
A national sportlight on top of
that just makes it even more diffi-
cult for blacks to handle them-
selves. Not only are they minori-
ties, but they are also being
watched.
Can you imagine being the hero
of your all --black high school and
being?fered. a scholarship to a
Division I univerisity? You be-
come a success and the press is
talking All- - American. Next
thing you know, white kids are
asking for your autograph and
saying that you are their hero and
white boosters are offering you
the moon and the stars.
You are now in the national
spotlight. Everyone is watching
what you are doing. You are sup-
posed to become some type of
model citizen When people come
to see you perform they don't treat
you like a' neighbor, but you are
ii
something special. You are now a
hero and a role model for all kids,
and black and white adults admire
you.
Is that enough for pressure?
Well, how about when you go
home to the predominantly black
area of your youth. It is probably
a lowmiddle class area or worse.
Sports were your way out. You are
everyone's hero. And your friends
miss you and hope that yon ha-
ven't changed. You have gone pro
and have more cash than the
whole neighborhood.
Here is the kicker. One of your
old buddies decides to pull out co-
caine. Whoa!! Look out. Do you
lose childhood friends to be a bas-
ically white society role model?
Tough decision.
Who are your heroes? Do you
think they want the nation's mod-
el citizen? What if you were a kid
whose hero was Len Bias? What
about Lawrence Taylor? He wrote a
book about how tough it was to
get off drugs and then proceeded
to get busted for "substance
abuse" by the NFL.
So what's the problem? Is it
society that has put most blacks
in a situation to which they are
unaccustomed? Or is it national
sports and the images of popular
athletes they create? Is it the
press that follows these stars eve-
rywhere they go? The way I see is
that our nation needs heroes that
are not athletes r the athletes
need to respond to their
by PAUL JACOBUS
For coach Bob Tucker and his
Fighting Scot Football team, the
nightmare season was finally put
out of its misery this past Satur-
day at Ohio Wesley an. It was
'there the Scots dropped a tough
decision to the Bishops by a
score of 22-2- 0. The loss was the
team's final game of a very trou-
bled season. Their record dropped
to an overall record of 1-- 9 to
mark their worst year since 1983.
And to add insult to injury, the
Scots season was plagued by the
problem of losing close, winable
games due to what appeared, at
least, as a lack of "team play."
It was very apparent at the start
of the game that the Scots had
come to play. They took the
opening kickoff straight down the
field on a sensational drive which
was capped off by a one yard
touchdown run by senior quarter-
back and co-capt- ain Craig Lom- -
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Gridsters finish 1-- 9
Men's basketball
by ETHAN GORSUCH
Picked by the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference pre-seas- on poll
to finish second behind power-
house Allegheny, the 1988-8- 9
Fighting Scots Men's Basketball
team is gearing up for another
turn on the court. Coming off
their best season in the past few
years, the team will largely be re-
lying on a combination of talent-
ed freshmen mixed in with some
experienced upper classmen to car-
ry them through the rugged
NCAC.
The squad bounced back from a
dissapobiting 8-- 18 season two
years ago to finish 14-1- 1 last
year under the direction of new
head coach Steve Moore. With
bardi. Surprise and astonishment
was etched on the faces of every
Ohio Wesleyan player as they
took possession of the ball only
to be stifled by a fired up Wooster
defense led by Joe Luckring. Geoff
Belz. Jeff Price, and Scott Izzo.
The Scot offense received the ball
again and quickly drove down the
field for the second score of the
game. Freshman sensation Brian
Grandison ended the drive with his
10th touchdown of the year be-
hind some fantastic blocking from
the offensive line to make the
score 14-- 0.
Things were looking pretty
good for the Scots going into the
third quarter They had executed
two textbook scoring drives, "the
Pack" was holding the powerful
OWU offense scoreless, and. most
importantly, they were playing as
a team. Then destruction hit. The
Wooster offense was put on hold
for the rest of the quarter and the
OWU. offense finally discovered
takes the court
most of his starters returning,
Moore will also use first-ye- ar stu-
dents Eriche Reibe and Stan Au-ka- mp
to spark the team. Reibe.
formerly of Waynedale High
School, averaged 26 points per
game his senior year and was
named the Akron Beacon Journal's
Player of the Year in 1988. Reibe
will pick up a large part of the
scoring slack for the Scots and
will receive some help from fel-
low freshman Stan Aukamp. Au-ka- mp
averaged 19 points a game
his senior year and is most likely
to start at one of the post posi-
tions.
Joining them on the starting
lineup will be senior center Mike
Trimmer who was named 1st team
Continued to page S
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some flaws in the Wooster defense
to put two touchdowns and a 2-po- int
conversion on the score-bao- rd
to make the score 15-1- 4 go-
ing into halftime.
1 The Bishops continued their on-
slaught in third quarter both offen-
sively and defensively; they to
put the go-ahe- ad touchdown on
the board and held the Scott to
minimal yardage on offense. The
game remained a defenseive strug-
gle for the next few minutes until
the Scots regained their enthu-
siasm early in the fourth quarter
on an offensive drive which was
highlighted by a 47 yard touch-
down by Grandison. The two
point conversion failed and so did
the Scot's hopes of avoiding a
season ending loss when OWU
controlled the remaining nine
minutes including three fourth
down conversions to preserve the
victory.
In review, the Scots had some
Continued to pace 8
Men's hockey
comes to Wooster
by TOM STEFANDC
The newest club sport to hit the
College of Wooster is ice hockey.
After a meeting several weeks
ago, prospective players brought
their equipment back after fall
break in preparation for the first
game against Oberlin. Junior Let
Drent organized the club because
most of the division three schools
in the area also have club teams
and are looking for new oppo-
nents. Games are being scheduled
with Oberlin. John Carroll. Bald-
win Wallace. Kenyon. and possi-
bly Dayton.
Last Saturday, nine players trav-
elled to Oberlin for their first
game. A practice could not be
Continued to page S
Lady Scot's
look to improve
by MATTBYARS
Following three' consecutive
losing seasons, tin; Lady Scots
Basketball team is rejuvinated and
ready to turn the entire program
f around in the 1988-8- 9 season. .
' With the loss of six letter winners
from last year's squad, third year
coach Chris Hart will have to take
advantage of some incoming tal- -.
ent and build a winning program
around the nucleus consisting of
. three returning starters. -
In order for-- the Lady Scot's to
be successful, senior Brenda HeA
will have to answer a big expecta-
tion of coach Hart's by taking on
a majority of the scoring and re-
bounding. She led the team in
both categories last year with
15.2 points and 6.7 rebounds per
game and will be supported by
- Continued to, page. t
Men's Basketball
Continued from page 7
All-NCA- C after averaging 14.7
points and 7.6 rebounds per game
as a junior last season. He also
set a school record for blocked
shots last season with 100. Also,
junior Matt Hiestand will try
to repeat the performance which
earned him the Scot's Most Valua-
ble Player of 1987. Last year, he
hit 12.1 points and grabbed 6 re-
bounds per game last year as a
sophomore.
Senior Chuck Rich, who aver-
aged 11.8 points and 43 rebounds
per game last year, is probably
the most intense player in the
league and will be rounding out
the starting lineup at the other
wing position. The main men off
the bench for coach Moore will be
sophomore Tim Southerland, who
was the most valuable freshman
Leadership ,
Continued from page 1 1
fessors. and a Holiday dance on
December 10 with guest perform-
er. Jane Powell. Dainton said that
"there are going to be some more
events, but we want to keep those
a secret at the present time."
Next semester they are planning
to have a professional group come
to the college and perform a "Who
Duiuiit Murder Mystery Theatre."
"There is also going to be a Mardi
Gras Carnival probably after
Spring Break.
Kimbrough and Dainton said
that the transition into their new
position has been pretty smooth
overall. Kimbrough said that
"Jayne has been very helpful in
helping us to get oriented and in
getting things going." The only
thing that they said would help to
make S.A.B. more efficient, is that
the larger committees must have a
co-ch- air in order to work the most
effectively.
Since his sophomore year here
Author Smith
Co tinned from page 5
her home and with her husband.
"Since Almarane brought me here,
Fve never left. There's no reason
to leave. I ain't got no place to
go. I just stay home and Alma-
rane brings it all back."
The importance of community
to the women pf Appalachia was
also stressed by Smith. Through
the story of a woman whose edu-
cated son was leaving Appalachia
for a life of politics, she illustrat
ed this point. "You've got some
nerve, running off to them poli-
tics over there. I did not raise
you to be a fatcat or a Republican.
Now that you're a big politician,
you're leaving. Everyone's taken
everything, we've been robbed of
bur coal, our trees, and our chil-
dren, and left for dead. All the
life is gone now, like chimney
smoke in the air."
Smith's basic conclusion seemed
to be that, despite the hardships
and poverty facing these women,
they still managed to possess
strong, independent identities and
heritages.
last season, and freshman Terry
Fields, who has shown considera-
ble potential in pre-seaso- n.
With the influx of talent and the
experienced front line, the Scots
should prove to be a force in the
NCAC and could make a run at the
league championship.
Men's Hockey
Continued from page 7
scheduled before the game, so the
team hoped for a respectable
showing. Ten minutes into the
game the score was 4-- 1 in favor
of Oberlin, but Wooster scored
two unanswered goals and the mo-
mentum switched hands. As the
game went on, the Wooster skat-
ers quickly learned to work to-
gether. The final score was
Wooster 10. Oberlin 7. Tomorrow
the team plays Oberlin again at 2
p.m.
at Wooster, Cornell Carter has
been a member of S.G.A. He has
had two one-ye- ar terms and one
one-semest- er term. Carter said
that the duties as the Vice-Preside- nt
of Academic Affairs are
"to represent student interests and
concerns to the Vice-Preside- nt of
Academic Affairs to the college.
Director of Faculty and the Educa-
tion Policy Committee." He had
also been chairing the Education
Affairs Committee which is made
up of all of the students who serve
on faculty committees; there are
two students on each faculty com-
mittee. Other things that Carter
had worked on included the Aca-
demic Calendar and the recommen-
dation last spring that there be a
Fall Break for this year.
When asked why he decided to
resign. Carter said that he had
some "philosophical differences
with the mission of the organiza- - ;
tion." He also said that this is a
relatively new position and that
there are a lot of responsibilities
The reactions of students to Lee
Smith were mixed. Freshman Ann
Marie Boncella responded nega-
tively. "I thought she was going
to talk about women, but all she
did was read from her books. It
was disappointing." Junior Mark
McGrew. however, felt Smith was
effective. "As someone who is
- familar with isolated cultures, her
portrait was very accurate."
Random thoughts
Continued from page 5
lege on Tuesday evening. She
said that we all must "weave hu-
man rights into our daily lives"
and not be overwelmed by all of
the human rights problems of the
world today, but to take it one day
at a time, one suffering person
at a time.
These are words to live by and
the "Students Against Hunger" and
Oxfam America fast are one way
to take human rights into our dai-
ly lives. As Dreyfuss stated. "Just
having everyone knowing, and
thinking about the problems eve-
ryday will help." And who knows?
Maybe the cynics are wrong.
Maybe, we can change the world.
--
.THE WOOSTERj VOICE:
Lady Scots
Continued from page 7
sophomore Monica Han-
sen.! ansen turned in a great per-
formance last year by averaging
8.7 points and 5.8 rebounds per
game and also set a school record
for blocked shots with 68. These
two will be joined by juniors
Stephanie Porter, who averaged
4.8 points a game, and Kris ten
Larke, who had a great season last
year averaging 7.3 points per
game before missing nine games
with a knee injury.
Accompaning the upperclassmen
this season will be three very tal-
ented first-ye- ar students. Christy
Evans, who was the District V
PJayer of the Year and an All-Ohi- o
honorable mention selection. Tif-
fany Brown, who was All-Indi- an
that are still being worked out-Cart- er
strongly believes that
"there needs to be some real struc-
tural changes made if S.G.A. is
going to successfully represent
the students on this campus. The
students are represented through
the residence halls and this is no
longer effective because the hub
of activity is no longer in the res-
idence halls." Carter said that he
is still actively involved; it is
just that he is no longer in S.G.A.
A final campus-wid- e election
was held about two weeks ago that
chose the new Vice-Preside- nt of
Academic Affairs. The election
was between Hashim Gillani, Mi-
chael Boso. and Amy Felix. Gil-
lani has been in office for about
two weeks now and is ready to
take action and get the ball rol-
ling again. Gillani believes that
"some things need to be done
about the academics and curricu-
lum. I want to be able to repre-
sent the students rh way that I
want to do it--" Gillani is planing
ii m 2Caruu
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Valley selection, and Coretta
Jones, a member of the Mansfield
News Journal Ail-St-ar team, will
all be contributing to a great de-
gree this year.
Gridsters
Continued from page 7
very credible performances this
season despite being victorious in
only one game. Offensively,
freshman Brian Grandison was
spectacular all season. He eclipsed
the rushing statistics of all
Wooster backs last year with 762
yards on 148 carries. Senior Andy
Nicholson and sophomore Phil
Puryear performed extremely well
by leading the receiving corps
with 29 catches for 374 yards and
30 catches for 503 yards, respec-
tively. Nobody can forget the ad-
mirable efforts of quarterback
to get together a questionairre to
send out to the student body in or-
der to make a list of priorities as
to what needs to be dealt with
first. He is also planning on
evaluating the first-ye- ar advisors,
the grading policy used for I.S.,
and the effectiveness of the Code
of Integrity. He also wants to
find a way to approach the student
body through this committee so
that he will be able to work with
them more efficiently.
When asked what he thought of
the S.G.A. organization on a
whole, he said "I like the way it
is structured and the way it is op-
erating at the present time. I be-
lieve that we, S.G.A.. need to ap-
proach other organizations with
S.G.A. members. S.G.A. repre-
sentatives are not just representa-
tives of their dorms; they need to
go to other groups on campus,
too."
Gillani is excited about this new
position and has a lot of ideas
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Craig Lombardi who passed for
1.742 yards on 128 completions
and thirteen touchdowns as well as
his protectors on the offensive
line which included Dave Zinch,
Pat McKenna, John Toth, Dave
Williams, E.C. Pelaia. and Tom
Solak.
Defensively, senior Scott Izzo
turned in his best performance as
a Scot by registering nearly 100
tackles as well as 3 interceptions.
Linebackers Geoff Belz and Jeff
Price were the mainstays of the
defense with over 100 tackles
apiece. Considerable credit should
be given to the defensive line
which was made up of Joe Luck-rin- g,
Chris Carini. and Dennis So-lens- ky.
Farewell to all graduating sen-
iors and good luck to Bob Tucker,
his staff, and the 1989 Wooster
Scot Football team.
about what he wants to do for the
student body. His most important
goal is to involve the faculty in
S.G.A. He said "the faculty. is not
informed about what S.G.A. is all
about and it is time that they get '
involved with us, too."
He also stated that it is of utmost
importance that he receives the
imput of the student body as to
what their concerns are so that he
can work with those concerns and
do something about them.
Moreover, Gillani believes that
it is time that the Education com-
mittee starts working because they
really have not done anything" yet
this year. "Their input is very
important and I want to get this
committee active.".
Both SJJ.'i Special Events
Chairperson and S.G.A.'s Vice-Preside- nt
of Academic Affairs are
important to the student body and
are necessary in order to make
campus life for the student body
run smoothly.
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